
 

 

 
 

Minutes of Committee Meeting held on 110119 
 
Present: Tiffany Chawner (TC), Paul de Cordova (PC), Norman Gregory (NG), David 
Morley (DM), Sue Morley(SM) Carol Mould (CM) Graham Mould (GM) Jennie 
Paterson (JP) Bertie Webb (BW) 
 
In attendance: Mohan Iyengar (MI), Mat Moffatt (MM) 
 
Apologies: Alison Sepping (AS) & May Haines (MH) 
 
 

 
1. Minutes of previous meeting – approved without comment 

 
2. Review of Action assignments not covered on agenda: 

 
a. MI confirmed that the Traffic Marshall will be in Sandbanks for Easter 

and the 2 May Bank Holiday weekends, and throughout the summer 
school holidays. 

b. History of Sandbanks – GM will attend a talk about the History of 
Sandbanks and try to glean more information. 

c. DM reported on the very successful Marconi lecture organised by 
Bournemouth University and sponsored by SCG. The University 
Chancellor –Kate Adie attended, and it was suggested that she could 
be asked to do a talk. 

 
3. Haven Update 

DM confirmed that the Developers have filed more documents, mainly 
updates to respond to the criticism particularly from Dorset AONB and Natural 
England. The Council have commissioned the District Valuer, who has filed a 
draft report, which DM has heard informally is not that different from the BNP 
Paribas Report which was provided to the Council by SCG, but only recently 
made publicly available. 

 
While there is more impetus from the Developer, no great sense of urgency is 
apparent. They have, however, repeated their survey to supporters of their 
plans. 



 

 

 
It seems that the Council may feel that the plans can be linked, contrary to the 
legal advice received by PSG. 

 
 

4. Update on Neighbourhood Plan 
PC reported on the meeting he and TC and JP had on Friday (1/3) with 
Martha Covell of ECA – noting that her firm had worked on the Poole Quays 
and Boscombe Plans. He mentioned that as a Forum SCG would be entitled 
to grants which would largely cover the cost of ECA’s work. He also 
mentioned that SCG Forum would be entitled to 15% of the SIL’s generated in 
the area, rising to 25% once the plan had been adopted. 
 
We were advised to focus on the important issues – form, height, shoreline, 
density and to define car parks as open spaces. 
 
Though there is encouragement to adopt ward boundaries it was agreed that 
due to the issues faced, Shore road would be the boundary for the Sandbanks 
Plan. It was also agreed that the Forum be “created” before the Council’s 
merger.  

 
ACTION: PC to produce first draft. 
ACTION: MI to share useful links to National development of Neighbourhood 
plans. 
 

5. Update on Publicity. 
Nothing to report 
 

6. Membership Update 
MM reported that there are now 501 members in total, with 219 paid. 
 

7. Traffic Update 
PC noted that we shall evaluate the effectiveness of the Marshall this year. 
The continuing flooding around Tesco’s was discussed – MI confirmed that he 
and MH are pushing for the work to be completed. 
PC has recruited Paul Proudlock to organise Speedwatch. 
Carolyn Weldon’s email about people leaving their engines running while 
waiting in the Ferry queue was discussed. It was suggested that the Council 
should see if anything can be done to get people to switch off their engines. 
 
ACTION: MI to talk to traffic department. 

 
 

8. Plans for Beach 
DM and others are meeting with Louis Sherman the Environmental 
Engagement Officer on 15/3. 
Various organisations and initiatives were discussed and the possibility of 
communicating to the heads of the University and local colleges requesting 
that they deter their students from engaging in antisocial behaviour on the 
beach. 



 

 

The question of dog fouling was also discussed. 
The state of the beach front, particularly around the shower, was also raised 
and MI advised that Chris Saunders is the Beach Sea Front Manager. 
MI suggested people can call 0800 506050 if they see trouble. 
 
ACTION: it was agreed that Lindi Wilson- the Police Community Support 
Officer be invited to a meeting. 
ACTION: MI to check with Chris Saunders about the build up of sand. 
ACTION: MI to provide links to University & Colleges re beach littering and 
how students can help. 
 

9. Ferry Update 
DM had been told informally that a new chain has been delivered and will be 
fitted shortly, so the Ferry should revert to the normal timetable. 
DM and MI are meeting the owners, the Kean family from Essex shortly. 
Representatives from Purbeck have also been invited to the meeting by the 
owners. 
 

10.  Midway Path 
It was agreed that further discussion of the spring planting and the possible 
construction of a ramp should await Alison’s attendance at the next meeting. 
 
 

11. Sandbanks Documentary 
Naked TV, headed by Simon Andreae, are planning to film in the next 2 
months for an ITV programme. It is thought that it will be Sandbanks as seen 
through Harry Rednapp’s eyes. 
 

12. Sandbanks Festival 
TC, SM and BW met with Johnny Wheeler, who shared his outline proposal to 
expand the Beach Polo and Music event into a 10 day festival in 2020, along 
with Tom Powell – the Events Manager for Bournemouth Council. The outline 
plans apparently include Corporate Events for local companies and possibly a 
wellness weekend. 
The impact on the beach hut owners was raised. 
 

13. Treasurers Report 
In Alison’s absence DM ran through the financial summary that had been 
circulated.  In short, the finances are healthy. It was noted that detailed 
accounts will be supplied for the AGM. 
ACTION: AS 
 

14. NORA – it was agreed that SCG should join National Association of Residents 
Association for £25. 
ACTION:DM 
 

15. AGM etc 
The AGM will be held on 28/6 at RMYC - to start at 4pm with a reception from 
6pm. 



 

 

Dinner for members at RMYC on 30/11, with some form of “low key” 
entertainment. 
ACTION: form a social cttee. 

 
16.  AOB 

a. BW suggested that the “Save Sandbanks” posters need taking down 
and ideally refreshing 

 
b. GM also noted that the planters will be replanted in the spring. 

 
c. PC suggested that a membership flyer should be put on the community 

board in Tesco’s.  
 

d. Michael Smith’s note about congestion was discussed. 
 

e. CM raised the impact of floodlighting in the Car Park, (which is to deter 
racing). 

 
ACTION: MI to ask the Council what their plan is? 

 
 
 

 
Future Meetings: 
 
- 7/5 /19 from 2 – 4pm 
- 28/6 2.30 (prior to the AGM) – rescheduled. 
 

Johnny Wheeler - he’s the organiser and  
 
Tom Powell - Events manager of Bournemouth Council 

 


